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e focus of the article is the use of proverbs in an everyday context, in
SMS messages sent to the editor and readers of a Finnish daily newspaper,
Salon Seudun Sanomat as short letters. Most of Finnish proverbs contain

agrarian terms, although nowadays they are often used in a new context and
with a new meaning. As a part offolklore proverbs have been rcgarded as a part
of speech of the elderly people. An1.way, in Finland we deal with a new urban
proverb tradition in which proverbs are not passing frorn generation to genera-

tion. In SMS messages proverbs are uscd in a new context and the traditional
provertrs occur alongsidc the modern ones.

In this article the expression traditional proverb metns an utterance that in
Irinland is commonlv accepted t. be an old proverb.2 otherrvise in the text the
concept "trirditional" is to be ur.rderstood in the rneaning of a typical and a usual,
either in the past or in the present times. As the final focus is on meaning, the
study is based on utterauces in mv mother tongue, Finnish.

Proverbs as a part of a Finnish colloquial language

Proverbs in Finnish language belong to everyday use and communication,
although the context ofproverbs' use has changed over a period ofone century.
Until worlcl war II Finnish proverbs had been primarily in oral use, whereas in
many Ccntral F.uropean language areas proverbs, first and foremost, had been
used in literature (Hauscr 20121 Schmale Z0l2). Finnish language is linked to a

This article is a revised version of my 2Oi4 article in Vida Jeseniek & Dmitrij
Dobrovol'skij (eds) Phraseologie und Kultur / phraseology and Culture, Maribor:
Filozofska fakulteta, 367 -381 .

Most of the traditional Finnish proverb types are included in three published
collections: Nirvi/Hakulinen (1948), Kuusi (1953) and Laukkanen/Hakamies (1978).
The concept of proverb in Finland has primarily been advanced to coincide with
the types and structures presented in the aforementioned publications.
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:trcial capital because ofits history. In the use ofproverbs, social background has
reen more important than the individual one.

F'inland was incorporated into sweden during the crusades of the l2th cen-
:urv and it remained a part of the Kingdom of sweden until the beginning of the
i9th century. In the l6th century, the sweclish King custav vasa established the
Lutheran church as the national church of all sweclen. In Finnish area Finnish
i\'as the language uscd in sermons and all quotations ancl proverbs fnrrn Bible
ir'ere hcard in Finnish.3 After swedish tirrrc Finland became an autor.rolrlous
Grand Duchy of Russia from Itt09 to l9l7 (some parts of the countrT even
retbre), enjoying a special position as to the rules and regulatio,s ofstate, the
Lutheran church, popular education, the quesLion .f la.guagc, own money anrl
io on. The official language of Finland at this tirr.re was still swedish, although
the languages of the power elitc r.r,erc Srvedish and Russian, in sonrc cases also
German and French. The Finnish language and proverbs were used in lower
Ie'els of society and linked to a social power as proverbs in Finnish used to be a
part of the language of the underprivileged majority (Granbom-Hcrranen 200g:
116-117;2010a: 104.) Differentiating between proverbs in oral tradition and
in literature was quite easy in the pre-World War II era in Finland; the written
language in F'inland only gradually became Finnish during the first decades of
the 20th century, illiteracy remained to be common in F'inland as late as until the
beginning of the 20th century.4 written Finnish arose to a language of religion
in the lTth century. Then it started to be used by thc state and was used both in
religious and secular spheres in the lgth ccnlury. t.irter, chiefly in the 20th cerr
tury, it became mainly used for secular purposes, i.e. in newspapers (Granbom-
Herranen 2008:272).

ln Finnish tradition proverbs exist that are supposed to belong to literal tradition
and in fact, for the rnajority in Finland, they have been a part oforal tradition
(Granbom-Herranen 2008: 34). Although both the Bible and the statutes existed
in the written form, they were read for the people in the church during the church
service. Proverbs and Bible quotations were used to make the sermon clear and
easy to remember. Already before i gth century some collections of proverbs had
been published in Finnish but they had not affected the language of ordinary
people, as mentioned above. The books are shown to be the source of Finnish
proverbs less than have been assumed (Granbom-Herranen 2009a:9).
Even if there were some Finnish speakers who could read and write in the 1 9th
century from the social point of view even the use of the Finnish language has
formed a separating barrier between ordinary peopre and the uppeisociar
classes, including the possibility for schooling. passing from one generation to
another, Finnish proverbs have been the speech of the family anJ neiqhbourhood
(Granbom-Herranen 201 0a: 94-95).
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The World War II was a turning point in many ways in Finland. People from
Eastern Finland (Karelia) were evacuated and the whole Finnish society had
to be reorganized; compulsory public education became more and more com-
prehensive and children were connected to the social system more tightly than
before. Urbanisation was going on and the surroundings changed, while eco-

nomic life and the trades were changing as well. Oral tradition was not anymore

as meaningful and powerful as it used to be during the time of relative stability
ofthe preindustrial peasant society. The ever-growing literate part ofthe Finnish
nation got more and more opportunities for getting hold of Finnish books,
newspapers and magazines. These days, the native Finnish-speaking population
in Finland can read and write in Finnish. This has changed the position of prov-

erbs in the Finnish language and might be the explanation for the similarities
between the use of proverbs both in spoken language and in written colloquial

form. In its entirety, oral and written communication has become more and

more similar in many ways (Granbom-Herranen 201lb: 289). Nowadays a sig-

nificant part of interaction between people takes place in a written form. Today

proverbs occur in a colloquial written F'innish as well as in the oral tradition.
Proverbs in spoken language are in many ways the same as the proverbs in

the colloquial written ftrrnr in rnedia language, everyday political rhetoric, mass

media or the Internct. As the focus is on the features of such an utterance in eve-

ryday life use, it is easy to notice that no fundamental differences exist between

oral use and use in colloquial written language. The presentational character-

istic does not disappear when such utterances are moved to new surround-
ings; namely, from speech to colloquial writing. Although proverbs are quite

uncharrgeable, their mcanings in both everyday speech and colloquial written
language can change even if, on a personal level, they are nearly always con-

nected to the time and place in which the proverb has been learned (Granbom-

llerranen 2009b).

Provr-'rh

Thc meaning ancl rlefinition of the concept "proverb'has changed due to all the

changes that have occurred both in the use ofproverbs and in the everyday living
context. As rrrentioned above, significant changes between the lgth and 2lst
cerrturies <lcsurretl irr the environmcnt in which Finnish proverbs were used, as

well as in everyday lifc of the Finnish peoplc. Up to the 1970's agriculture was

the main source of living for Finnish people but in the beginning of 2lst century
the litb style became more urbanised. The urban proverb tradition in Finland
has brought up changcs to the use ofproverbs and the earlier oral tradition has
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tound a place in the colloquial written language and so, for example, the fbaturc
''handed down from generation to generation' (Mieder 2004: 3) combined with
proverbs is something to be re-evaluated. Nowadays proverbs are not prirnarily
transmitted either orally or fiom one generation to another, but transrnission
takes place rather in written fonn and quite often within one generation only -
those who are outside the generation are also outsiders to these proverhs.

Even if the concept of proverb is to be seen as a tool not an cnrl in ir.sell, the
roncept frarnes the research. There are major discrepancics belween the aca-
demic disciplines in the way they see the concept of Proverb. 'lhcrc are also said
to be as many delinitions of proverbs as there are disciplines (Grzlrbek l9g7: 44)
or researchers (Mieder 2004: 2-3). In fo'lkloristics the focus is on the pnrvcrtr usc
as a part of everyday speech. In linguistics the main fbcus is on the provcrbs in
literature (Granbom-Herranen ZOllb: 287 ;Grzybek 2012: L37).

In this article a Finnish proverb is seen as a shclrt, intlepc.ndcrrt statement
that is or has been familiar within the frame of a particular time and place, The
proverb is understood to be a short, commonly known or used (= familiar to
some group) utterance. It is a sentence or a reference to a well-known sentence
and it contains an autonomous idea.

Vaterialand methods of the on-going study

',,laterial

I use sMS messages meant to be short lettersS to other readers and the eclitor of
a local daily newspaper salon seudun sanomat as research material. The news-
paper lvas established in 1919 and since then has been publishcd in Finnish.
rhe daily circulation of the newspaper was about 22 000 and there were about
i6 000 readers in year 2009 (Kirjonen 2010). In SMS rnessages thc agrarian rra-
ditions are mingled with information technological Finland. The dichotomy is
the clearest in the new city areas like Salo, where until 201I almost everybocly
and everything has been in a constant interaction with production of mobile
technology or farming.

The SMS messages are sent in the years 2006-2010 by people living in the
salo surroundings. Proverbs are transmitted in the form of cell phone SMS, they
are written as short letters to the editor and they are meant to be published in

sMS-message is a unit including normally at the most ,l60 
characters. some of the

SMS-messages sent o editorialare made of two or even three messages.
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sss 10.9.20{t

Fig. l:The page 2 ofSalon Seudun Sonomot10.9.2011.The proverbs atthis page, and
their translations: * Annetoon koikkien kukkien kukkia [Let all the flowers bloom]; * Ei

savua ilman tu/fa [No smoke without frrel; - Ei savua ilman tulta [No smoke without
firel; Mikd se ahneen palkka oli? lWhat is the sa lary of greedy ones] referring to the
proverb * Ahneello on poskonen loppulThe salary/end of the greedy ones will be dirtl.

the opinion-column. The SMS messages are available since the column was first
published, they are in electronic form and the research material includes all thc
rnessages scnt to the editors, both published and unpublished. The basic SMS

material includes about 60 000 SNIS messages. The pre-study has shown out that
about 50 proverbs are to be ftrund within SMS messages sent in the period of
one month, lhis rneans that the final rnaterial will include some 2000-3000 SMS

messages. In thc first years the column of SMS messages was published six days

a week, rnost of the years seven days in a week. The published column contains
sorne 25 SMS messages per day, which is approximately a fourth of the messages

received by the editors. In one week approximatcly 5-20 of the published SMS

lllessages include provcrbial utterances or ref'erences to a proverb.
The examples r.rf traditional pnrverbs are from the Folkl<lre Archives of the

l'inntsh LiLeratr.rrt' Socie'ty in Helsinki, the material cor-lsisting of life stories from
everyday litb in Finland bcfurc Worlci War II (I,E85).6 The examples of modern
proverbs come from newspaper material from the beginning of thc 21st cerltury

6 Perinne eldmdssiini - kilpakirjoitus 1985. [Tradition in my lifel in The Folklore
Archives of the Finnish Literature Society in Helsinki. Finland.
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SSS).7 AI examples used in the research are translations, equivalents have not

been used.

'.'lethod

Proverbs in modern context are approached both from theoretical and enrpir
ical perspectives using mixed nrethods even the weight is in the qualitative
research. The central rcscarch mcthod is a contcut analysis which is under-

stood as a cluster of methods connected with conclusions based on theoretical

analyzes (Granbom-Herranen 2010b). The contenl analysis is corrtrrronly used

rvith existing text material as texts in newspapers (Grcinfors 1982). The contcrl
analysis differs from discoursc analysis that also concentrates on the commu-
nication in written fbrm but the contact between the sender and receiver ofa
message is in importance (Jussila/Montonen/Nurmi 1992). The SMS rnessages

in the column do not form that kind of a direct dialog or communicativeness

that is required by discourse analysis.

Regarding the use of proverbs, the research is based on fblklorist Charles

Briggs's (1988) ideas of proverb performances. The significance of an utterance

has some basic starting points: firstly, language is not understood only as an

instrument of communication but as linked to a thought (Vygotski 1967), sec-

ondly, we used Gottlob Fregeh (2000) principle of context and thirdly, in order

to be understood and interpreted, an utterance should follow Paul Grices ( 1975)

cooperative principle.ln what fbllows the meaning of the proverbs will be ana-

lyzed twofold; on the one hand we will analyze the meaning given by the writer,

and on the other hand a basic meaning.8

Ethical issues of the project concern mostly the archiving and further use of
the collectecl proverb materials. The privacy of informants is secured by using

pseudonyrns when presenting the materials, thus, the material remains anony-

mous. Only editorial staffknows senders' phone numbers, so the filing of mate-

rial has been done by the newspaper.e The proverbs published in the newspaper

are already public.

7

8

Solon Seudun Sonomat, a Finnish daily newspaper.

The intended meaning is got with PWS-based model, developed in my pre-

vious research (Granbom-Herranen 2008,2010a) and which is based on the use

of metaphor in possible world semantics by Hintikka/Sandu (1994).The basic

meaning is given with the assumed standard proverbial interpretation (Norrick

1985, Silverman-Weinreich I 994, Prahlad 1 996).

The short opinions are published with pseudonyms but the newspaper is to be

aware of the sending mobile number which has to be a registered one, not a

prepaid connection.
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Proverb performances
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To use a proverb is a small performance which has a target bound with the per-

formance, event and used words (Briggs 1988). 'Ihe key'word is "performance'

that includes both the verbal expressions and the behaviour by which the mes-

sage comes over. The proverb performance often aims at an authentic and one-

off event. Performer and the audience are to share some common knowledge

about the past in order to be able to connect the message with the on-going

activity but it is to be accepted that there are alrval's listeners and readers who are

not capable to understand and/or interpret proverbs (Granbom-Herranen 2008:

184, Ferretti et a|.2007).

Proverbs are suitable to be used in short pertormances for example because

of their form (shortness, rhythm). A successful proverb performance is able to

sum up the whole performauce and it can tunction as a full stop. In everyday

use the speaker does not plan horv to use proverb (when, where, in what form,

and to whorn). Evidently, this happens in the same way as in a colloquial written

language. When making a pause in the discourse, the use of a proverb as a vio-

lating element brings itt some new aspects. In any case, the use of a proverb or

a proverb itself adds a i'alue to the speech event. There are no fundamental dif-

fercnces between the oral usc and the colloquial rvritten language as the focus is

on the proverb use in even'clav iiie. Follou'ing Briggss definition of the proverb

perfbrmance, all the tbllorving f-eaturcs of proverbs can be found both in oral use

and colloquial texts: the proverb is a lixed part ofthe event; there is an owner

of the proverb; there is a verb that trames it; it aims at being associated with the

situation; there is an expected basic meaning behind the proverb; the use of the

provcrb is meaninglirl in a particular context and it is used in order to be asser-

tive (Briggs I 985: 798-802). The presentational tbature does not disappear when

the provcrbs are used in new surroundings, fron-r speech to colloquial written
language.

'lhe following examples deal actually with one proverb which occurs both as

a tratlitional provc-rb and a modern one. The first example tells about the time

about 80 yeirrs ago, the two other ones are from prcscnt.

(t) Whcn talking about the neighbours my parents pointcd out that all
petrple, both richer than we and more in needy than we, duller by nature
or mure conurlrnicirtive, all they were in some way good people. They
wanted to lind out something valuable of the blarneworthy person. fust as

a throwaway rernirrk urrtl lry usirrg sorne proper proverb they often ended
with thc saying: - Tuumtto kahesli, ennen kun tuomihet [Think rwice before
you judgel, or - Huonokii mehtii vastaa niin ku ite huuvat [Even a bad
fbrcst answers as you shout towards] (PE85, man, born l9l4)
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(2) Anpvay, I have got along with the townspeople very well. Kummofios
ffiettA huutta, simrnot se lasfa. [The way you shout towards a forest, that is
the way it answersl - a local resident (SSS, sent 19. 8. 2006)

(3) It was nice when we got a new school there evcry tcacher has own
laptop and many other fine things. Art was bought with SUOU curos. Now
we have to save money. - sltd saa mltd tllaa lyou get what you ordcr] (SSS,

senr 18.8. 2006)

-ow to recognize a proverb?

-\s the time for a common, universal and multipurposc dcfinition of the provcrb
has passed and each researcher makes own definitions (Mieder 1993: l8),
it comes to the question, how to recognize a proverb. In this study one of the

starting points is that the use of proverbs is a part of communicative speech that
is supposed to follow Paul Grices cooperative principle of quantity, quality, rcla-
tion, and manner (Grice 1975: 45-46). All thssc catcgorics can bc violated eitlrer
ionsciously or subconsciously. The use of them violates one or more of above-

mentioned categories. The way we recognize the proverb in speech or a text is
problematic in a similar manner than recognizing a metaphor. Their meaning

is based on differences from the ongoing discourse and they conflict with one

or more categories in Grice's cooperative principle (Granbom,Herranen 20lla:
-19), One difficulty is that Grice's categories arL. not exclusionary oncs. This will
be discussed in the final research report.

luantity

To say too much or too little is violation according to Gricek category of quantity
rvhich states that your contribution should be as informative as required for the

current purpose, but that it should not be more informative than is required. It
is related to how much information is provided.

(4) Grandpa-4l. Cars cannot be paid v{ith the study grant. So those who
have a car get money from parents. Everybody does not have the possibility
to get the generous support from parents - parya betalar [dad pays] (SSS,

sert2.9.2006)

The proverb is pappa betalar [dad pays (for everJ'thing), isii mal<saa in
Finnish]. Also in Finnish speech the proverb always occurs in Swedish, the
Finnish translation is never used. This SMS message refers to the discourse
considering study grant that the state gives in Finland. The proverb refers to
Finland-Swedish population and to its material status as well as to economic life,
both closely linked to the history of Finland. Among Swedish-speaking Finns
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the standard of living has been, and in many cases still is, higher than among
Finnish-speaking Finns. lo

euatir),

The category of quality tells us to not say anvthing we believe to be false and
to not say anything fcrr which we lack adequate evidencc. The most important
thing is to try to remain honest when talking. i,-or example, a lie or an irony
mean violating against this category.

(5) Man! That is just red-blooded desire of a normal man. Keep an eye on
your wife. She plays away, ehkiikaipaa"vihreiiiiruohoa" aidantokellapuolella
[might hunger for "greener grass" on the other side of the fence]. - betrayed
woman (SSS, sent 8. 9.2006)

Actually, not a person hungers for grass as cows, horses and other animals
do. The sentence is referring to the proverb Ruoho on vihreiimpiiii aidan toisella
puolen [The grass is always greener on the other side of the fence] and the writer
says something that is not true to awake the reader to see the main point of her
message. She knorvs it because her husband (if we trust that the pseudonym
lells the truth) has betraved her rvith somebody who wanted a new or a better
corrlPan)1

Qclct,.-lrt( ('

Relevance, sometimes called relation, is to be understood as relevance of the
utterance in relation rchat is going on or rvhat has been said. The category of
relevance requires the speech act to be relevant; however, the difficulty is that
relevance is an invariable concept.

(6) lloni kakfu piiiiltiilcaunis. [Many cakes look goodl. Cars rusr away
undcr theplastic cover. How is it possible to knowthe conditions of body in
modern plastic cars? - Sepi

(SSS, sent 23. 12.2006)

The cited proverb refbrs to the traditional Finnish proverb Moni knkku ptinltii
kaunis, vaan on sillkoa sisiiltii [Many a cake looks good but the inside is just rub-
bishl. when starting thc message with a sentence like this, the reader might ask
what cakes actually have to do with cars. 'lhe proverb in the message was sent

10 Swedish was the official language untilthe independence. However, in 
.1g63 it

became possible to use also Finnish in official matters focusing on Finland. only
every tenth of ordinary people were Swedish speaker before the World War ll
(Granbom-Herranen 201 0a: 1 05).
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-., ::en the qualiry of the used cars was topical. Thc context clarifies the connec-
::,..n. The meaning of the sentence still remains unclear, if the reader clocs not
-<-'rorv that the pnrverb continues with but, which strcsses lhc opposite quality of
::e object.

'-: rflPI

J1r give hints one after anotller antl talk withnut sayirrg tlirertly rlo violence
:{ainst Gricis category of manncr. The category guidcs us to irvrrid the olrscrrrity
-i;rd ambiguityin an expression, as well as to bc trric'fantl rrnlcrly.'lhe rnarurr:r rs

:elated to the well-aimed speech.

(7) The victims ought to be den'randed to be present ert.r court session on
pain of the pena,lty payment. The victirns are nothing less thtrn es(aping. -
Silmii silmiistii [An eye for an eyeJ (SSS, senr 2. 9. 2006)

Proverb silmii silmiistii ja harnruas hampa.tsta [An eye fbr an eye afld a tooth
:or a tooth] in Finnish it is known as the Code of Hamrnurabi and it is also to be
:ound in Bible, both in Ihe Old and New'.[estaments in various texts. Actually,
:t does not become clear, if the threat in proverb is directed towards the accused
ferson or the victim.

: nnish proverbs today:What has happened?

ln this chapter I present some of the prelirninary findings considcring what is
going on with proverbs in SMS messages. This is not an exclusionary classifica-
tion, as mentioned above; the research is still going on.

Traditional proverbs are looking for new forms.

(8) What a clumsy policeman who tried to make a turn in his car and
ended in a ditch. This is really human. - kaikille sattuu, jotka jotain viel
yrittiiviit tehdd [accidents will happen to all who still try to do something]
(SSS, sent 5.9.2006)

The expression kaikille sattuu, jotka jotain viel yrittrivtit tehdii [accidents will
happen to all who still try to do somethingl refers to the proverb Tekeviille sattuu
-Accidents 

will happen to him/her who works]. Anyhow, the one used in the
text is not a fixed form but a situation-related application that follows the idea of
sMistic changes of proverbs in use (Naciscione 2012).
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Traditional and/or modern proverbs are combined.

(9) The sense of proportion is lost. Week after week people fuss about SMS

messages and stones are thrown! - Pseudonym: Heittiijiitkii pulmusia?

[The throwers are snow buntings?l (SSS, sent 28. 3. 2008)

The traditional proverb in this SMS message is from the Bible: Se, joka on

synnitdn, heittiikiiiin ensimmiiisen kiven Uhe one without sin shall throw the

first stone] and here it is combined with a well-known phrase in Finnish Pahdas

kuin pulmuner [Clean as a snow bunting].ll The phrase in itself refers to the

image of the bird (white and clean), not to the reality (black and white).

Traditional proverbs are to be found in new connections.

(10) Why to send Finnish troops to other countries, if a minister finds it
better to stay in a hotel only because of the burning tytes - oma koti kullan
kallislown home is worth of goldl. (SSS, sent 23.1.2007)

This message is a comment on a situation when a Finnish minister was in a

war zone and stayed in a hotel. It is unclear here what the 'home is - Finland or

the hotel.

Modern proverbs are created by using traditional proverbs.

( I I ) In this town we havc matty rccycle points for collecting paper, so that it
should not bc thrown to the garbage caus at houses - Iotokin tolkkua lYou
<lught tr: have some common sense] (SSS, sent 30. 1. 2008)

lotakin tolkkua points actually at two traditional proverbs, Tblkku se on ker-

jiitessi)kin [Temperance in all things - even when begging) andKohtuus kaikessa

[Moderation in eveqrthing]. ]he modern version would be Kohtuus kaikessa,

pulht ptiiviissii [Moderation in everything, iust a bottle a day].

'Il'aditional pnrverbs are transformed, sometimes as parodies of the old

tradltion.

( tz) Ungrateful, did you know that ftissa kiittiimiittii eliiii" rtiisas koirakin
oppii kiittdmddn la cat lives withouL thanking, a wise dog learns to thank].
We slrould learn from a dogl The onc whtt gives a presetrt gets a good
fbeling. Ycah (SSS, sent 15. 1.2008)

Hc or she got an answ€r:

( I 3) Ungratetul . Kissa eliid kiitoksella, koira pliiin silityksellii [A cat lives
with thankirrg, a dog with someone stroking its headl! Yeah, yeah (SSS,

strnt 24. l. 200B)

I 1 Plectrophenax nivolis.
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I:ris example comes quite near the stylistic changcs melltioned in the

a.=rple 8. Anyhow the assumption of the parody is basecl on thc way the text

s :..rr-ing with language.

T::.litional proverb.s, references to traditional proverbs, r.nodern pfovcfbs and

b::.ical quotations are used in modern coll<lquial writtcn Frnnish us well as itr

*,.:n'day speech. In colloquial languagc a proverb lives as long as it is rcfcrrerl

:i,: looking for prr.rverbs in speech alrd texts like speeclr rrreans trr ulrsider thc

r:rr-erbs, the shortened proverbs, or references and allusions to somc provc'rtr.

L- is might take placc within a liroup or bctween sonre of theur, Proverbs, [roth

::ditional and modern ones, still have their place in urLrirrr srrr rtrundirrgs atld

:.:rr technology. In Finnisli the SMS rnessag,es in newspapers form a (ontext tor
:::ditional and modern provcrbs in written colloquial language.

In a life story we read that in the beginning of 20th century thc proverb

.;.:,reella on paskanen loppu fa greedy person gets a dirty end] was used in the

::,Jorving way:

( I a) The greediness was disapproved. A saying was that ahneudella on
poskanen loppu la greedy person gets a dirty endl. My grandmother and
mother were somehow religious and their oppinion was that dirty tricks
clorit give a blessing to the life (P!,85 man, born 1923)

As in the beginning of 2lst century it is used as:

(15) Finland is nd any more a republic. It is a price-increase-factory and
a political making-excuses-theatre. Try to imagine where this takes us. -
Ahneella on ... IA grecdy person gets...l (SSS, sent l. 9. 2006)

Traditional proverbs are searching for new fbrms, as rhetorical charrges

:ave become more and more visible. They are combincd with other proverbs or

:hrases, creating sometimes a new fixed fonrr of two utteratlces. In some cases

:hev occur in quite extraordinary connections, if we look at the basic neaning.

\lodern proverbs are created by using traditional proverbs, and the traditional

.rnes are transformed. All this arises principal questions how much the proverbs

"re 
allowed to change? Provcrbs are in life as Iong as they are referred to but

'.ihat is the point when the utterance is not a proverb anymore? This is just one

;.rse, though it can be seen everywhere in the globaliz-ing world: what can be

:rpected to survive when environment changes but the content ofspeech stays

unchanged? These are questions to be referred to over the on-going research.

In Finnish, the written colloquial language has taken its place alongside

:he spoken one. There are some discrepancies as well as similarities berween
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proverbs in everyday life, proverbs in media, and proverbs in literature' Never-

theless, despite many changes in life and everyday practices, it is clear without

hesitation that Finnish proverbs live also in contemPorary Finnish language and

they have their place as a part of a contemporarv Finnish communication' They

are not relics of the ancient time.
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